
  If you like it please send it NOW to whom you like and..



  

Hi and welcome! 

Are you one of the 5500 starting this silence revolution?

 Two assumptions we take here:
1) You already know what ComCom is, at least as it is 

defined by the formula d*i=c*n;
2) You have a strong believe in the ComComism, 

meaning that you believe that in the near future and 
further on, we are going to see more and more 
organizations structuring themselves in forms of 
ComCom. 

Please visit our home for better understanding and use 
this contact for ask/tell/share what you want. Here is our 
exact structure aiming our market based one the markets 
suggested in our home:

http://is-with.wikidot.com/
http://is-with.wikidot.com/contact


  

The IsWith-Platform

This presentation is meant for individuals interesting to be 
investors, being p-holders or c-holders in IsWith and/or 
IsWith-Fruits. 

The IsWith-Platform is a global and decentralized platform 
serving as the home for any ComCom to evolve. 
For having you becoming one of many owners over (the 
assets used for realizing) this task, we use both 
ComComs: 

The IsWith and the IsWith-Fruits together with many other 
ComComs serving as 3rd-parties, where the d for each of 

these ComCom equals 0.55.



  

The  iswith-fruits

The  iswith-fruits is the provider of a social networking 
specialized in interaction between individuals and 
comcoms and we are already starting the infrastructure 
of this networking with a comcomized mailing list server.  

The members in this netwroking/mailing-lists are the c-
holders in its provider i.e. in iswith-fruits.

This social networking is for the individuals to meet each 
other for to create groups aiming projects able to be 
comcomized and for the comcoms evolving in this 
platform aiming the individuals.

http://comcom.wikidot.com/comcom-for-activists-or-an-open-letter-to-mitch-stewart


  

This social networking targets specifically 
artists, developers, researcher and activist, which could 
benefit from getting be organized together, as we 
assume that such individuals are more than the others 
keen for protection against being taken over and as 
this protection  is a “unique and natural” property given 
with any ComCom... 

,..But this social networking is also for politicians 
interesting in the GovComCom solution and also for 
entrepreneurs and investors interesting in the p-holding 
position of the ComCom structuring...

http://iswith.wikidot.com/quick-comcom-social-networking
http://iswith.wikidot.com/govcomcom


  

...and in addition, 
 
1) since donation can always be
converted to investment of c-holders, 

2) since any business transformed to ComCom (i.e. when 
is ComComized) can always reward its preferred clients 
by letting them to become its c-holders and 

3) since the power of the many being equal is in 
the ComCom's structuring integrated with the individual 
power of each of the many (to cut and quit when 
discontent) and hence also with the responsibility of the 
staying one, .....

http://comcom.wikidot.com/invest-as-a-c-holder-instead-of-donate
http://iswith.wikidot.com/own-me#Business-transformed-to-ComCom
http://is-with.wikidot.com/comcomism


  

We strongly believe that:

1) getting be organized in ComComs can soon and easily 
become the hottest/sexiest/freshest thing for the 
young generation as they are losing their trust in the 
adult's advices and 

2) comcom buying lands for the use of 
comcom-community could help many in their nowadays 
straggling, 

..and so, 

they too, individuals as activists could find their home as 
c-holders in the IsWith-Fruits.  

http://is-with.wikidot.com/the-home-for-the-comcom-and-govcomcom-foundation#ComCom-Community


  

 Here are the first 10 comcomized services by 3rd-parties 
in the IsWith-Platform, which we request at this point:

1) Internet+mobile platform for secure mailing-
list+direct-messages+multi-languish+social-networking, 
dedicated for services from individuals from/to their 
groups from/to their projects from/to their comcom.

2) law consultancy and representation including  
company registrations etc...

3) publishers and marketing including designing and 
executing campaign etc...

4) providers of solutions involving location and shiping 
(e..g. providing storage services and shiping the products 
from it and/or simply an office etc)



  

5) stock market for comcoms also related to normal 
(and private) stock market (for the p-holders alone) and 
also of the comcom market for the c-holders (only in this 
platform) and also as part of all services above.

6) builder services assisting mainly integration for 
artists, developers, researchers or activists in their 
projects and comcoms

7) artists assistance services

8) developers assistance services

9) researchers assistance services

10) activists assistance services.



  

The Structuring of the platform

The two p-holders in IsWith-Fruits of which d=0.55 are e 
having 5% and IsWith having 40%. 

The three p-holders in IsWith of which d=0.55 are e 
having 5%, iswith-establisher_p having 20% and iswith-
establisher_c having 20%.

Each 3rd-party, being a ComCom of which d=0.55, 
either is a C-3rd-party, of which all p-holders are only 

both: the IsWith (22.5%) and the IsWith-Fruits (22.5%), 
or is a P-3rd-party, of which first 2 c-holders (together 

holding 55%) are both: the IsWith and the IsWith-Fruits.



  

Per a desired and specific service provided in the IsWith-
Platform: Only one P-3rd-party together with one C-3rd-
party are exclusively granted with a license limited for 
a period of time for providing the service.

As the established 3rd-party already provides one 
specific service and while starting at least with 10 holders 
holding equal share in each of both: 

The Iswith-establisher_p holding 20% in IsWith is a 
private company of which d=0, each of which holders is 
one which already established one or more of P-3rd-
party; and

The Iswith-establisher_c holding 20% in IsWith is a 
comcom of which d=1, each of which holders is one 
which already established one or more of C-3rd-party.



  

Assuming that the computation between the p vs c 
establishers for the additional services would push for 
more holders/services on the demand of iswith and 
iswith-fruits, we could, even as d=0, still demand equal 
shares between the owners in the establisher

...since the iswith-establisher_p could become itself a 
comcom if its holders are not private companies e.g. the 
holder can be persons, or if the company is a pseudo-
comcom, meaning: When all other rules, except of the 
one forcing any c -holder to only be comcom or person 
but not a private company, are applied.

If you like it please send it NOW to whom you like and..

join us now here

http://comcom.is-with.com/user/register
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